
SATYAM PAPER ON 21st APRIL AT LUCKNOW

hai friends... I am Avinash Srivastava B.TECH(IT)  from Institute Of Tech & Management,Gida ,Gorakhpur.I have been placed 
at Satyam Computers.

The story of the Campus began on 31-march-07 the date of written test. The written test paper consited of 15 aptitude questions
(including problems of RS Agarwal)(2-ques programs output,2 series problem,1 timerelated problem ,5 aptitude 1 sitting 
problems, two paragraphs(english) etc) 

question paper:-(catagory: written test) 

Q1)If the difference in area of the circle is 15sq cm ,the original radius was 5 ,so find out the new radius..........
1)3             2)4                3)6           4)7              ans=7 

Q)2 A piramid problem was given like 
                                                                       6788
                                                               678             543                           
                                                              ?        455      233
                                                          36          64          121                             

solve for ?(see RS AGARWAL for piramid type problems) 

Q3) A C program AS whose output was to be calculated
R=2;
E=7;
R=R+1;
IF(R>6)
D=2+R 

something like that i dont remember............
Q4)&Q5)A pasage was given u have to choose the right alternative..
Q6)A series problem was given    3,7,12,18___,33.         ans=25
Q)7 A leap year problem was given as u have to find out the calender day of the particular date.
Q8)A simple problem including the CP,SP,MP,ROFIT was given.
Q9)A diagram with choose the correct figues.

rest questions i dont remember!!! 

TOTAL APPREARED STUDENTS:3650
QUALIFIED WRITTEN: 622
CUTOFF MARKS:08/15 

GD:
Topic which I got:CORRUPTION IN INDIA ,methods to avoid it ,preventions,remedies etc.......
time alloted 10 min ,group size=10 selection 0--3 per group. TOTAL SELECTION :211/622 

INTERVIEW:
My interview was mainly a technical interview. They didn't asked me the favorite subjects but started asking about 
the DBMS, OOPS, JAVA,C. questions which were asked to me were:
Q1) TELL me something about yourself?
Q2)Who are Srivastava people ...history about srivastava........
Q3)What is DBMS?
Q4)what is NORMALIZATION?
Q5)WHAT are normal forms?
Q6)what is difference between BCNF& 3NF?
Q7)HE gave me the table and asked to write the query of reference key,count,sum.....
Q8)ALTER query?
Q9)What is main signature?
Q10)WHAT is OOPS?
Q11)WAHT is the difference between procedue and function?
Q12)What is INHERITENCE?
Q13)Given a class CAR give its aggregation and generalization?
Q14)What are beans? explain its properties?
Q15)WHAT are drivers?difference between type 2 and type 3 drivers.?
Q16)Why should i pick u?
Q17)What is the diffence between call by value and call by reference? 

some more questions were there ,SO MY ADVICE IS PREPARE WELL  YOUR TECHNICALS, MAINTAIN A 
GOOD PITCH IN THE VOICE,TRY AND SPEAK FLUENTELY,AND THE MOST IMP MAINTAIN 
CONFIDENCE. 

So,finally the results were announced and I was selected and I will be joining satyam in April-May 2008. 

FINAL SELECTIONS  036. 

BEST OF LUCK .....SEE U AT SATYAM................. 
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